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In this tutorial we will show the required steps to model and design a 2D concrete structure 

according to the A23-19 standard.  

 

-After starting AD always verify the selected standards by accessing configuration tab, as 

mentioned before we will be using A23-19 code: 

Static Analysis & Design  
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-Enter the information concerning the project if needed. 

-The following settings will be defined for the rest of this project: 

• Plane mode. 

• Bending rigid structure. 

• We will use concrete elements, click  to access the material box and choose Con030, 

click on Properties CSA A23.3 to display the material resistance it is possible to modify 

all the constant directly. 

 

• We will define the default section and use it afterwards to draw the members, click on    

to access the cross-section library and choose square shape, input the dimensions as 35cm 

(for the column) click ok, we will do the same to create the beam section but this time 

choose the rectangular shape and input the following values: Height=65cm / Width=35cm. 

These sections are saved in the cross-section menu and will be selected from properties 

panel.  

 

• Select the working unit as follow:  

✓ Lengths: Meter. 

✓ Forces: Kilonewton. 

✓ Moments: Kilonewton*m. 

✓ Stresses: MPa(N/mm2). 
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✓ Displacements: Millimeter. 

       

-Click Validate and close the Project settings dialog box.  

-Each advance design file has a default name FTDoc# you can save the project as predefined or 

modify it.  

-Draw the linear element:  

• The structure is composed of two columns and one beam AD propose two methods to 

generate linear elements. 

• The first method: Select from the menu (linear element) , and input the coordinates 

of the elements in the command box . After each coordinates 

press enter to validate (make sure to add space between the numbers).   

✓ columns: 0 0 / 0 3 / 10 0 / 10 3. 

✓ Beam: 0 3 / 10 3.  
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✓ Select the beam and define the properties to match the figure bellow, a simple click 

on each field will open a scrolling menu make sure to use the correct material and 

section: 

✓ Select both columns and match the properties with the figure:  
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• The second method: Using the snap mode, right click in the work-plane and make sure the 

snap mode is activated:  

Now select from the menu the linear element command   and use the cursor to draw 

the members:  

✓ Beam span=10m. 

✓ Columns height=3m. 

-Draw the supports: 

• Select the supports from the menu toolbar  and choose a fixed one.  

• Create the supports with a simple click at each column base.  
 

-Generate the structure loading:  

• In the Project Browser select “Loading” right click, then select “Create several case 

families”. 

• In addition to the dead load a live load and a wind load will be applied to the frame, the 

number of  loads should be one each, click Create to confirm.   
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-Generate linear loads:  

• Use “load case & loads” function.   

• We will create the first linear load select  in properties enter Fz value: -50 kN   

• Select the Live load case and draw the first linear load between the extremities of the beam. 

 

 

• Select the Wind load case and draw a linear load on the left of the first column, in the 

properties entre Fx value=20 kN. modify the coefficient 1 and 2 to 0 and 1 respectively, 

this will result in a triangular shape of the load (see the figure bellow). 
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• The Dead load case generates automatically the self-weight based on the properties 

previously defined for this model we will leave it as default, otherwise the user has the 

possibility to make the proper modification. 

 
  

-Create loads combinations automatically using AD generator which is based on CNB 2015: 

• In the pilot double click “Combinations” a dialog box opens allowing to create and 

configure the loads combinations, click on simplified Comb to generate all the 

combinations based on the importance category, normal for our case. 
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• The concrete design combination is defined automatically: 

 

• Click ok to exit the dialog box.  

 

-Static analysis.  

• Click on  from the Project Browser to create the analysis model and check the RC 

calculation tab. 
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-Displaying results: 

• Select from the main menu Results Settings  to display the following dialog box. 

 

• Modify the configurations in the “Options” tab as following bellow and click ok to exit. 
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• Select displacement in the results toolbar and the case 103 click on post processing 

 to display the displacement. 

 

• Select Forces in the results toolbar, choose the case 103 and My in the linear element 

 

 

• Both text and diagram scale are adjustable directly from setting section:  
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Since we’ve already selected RC calculation tab to run analysis the reinforcement results are 

computed and ready to be displayed by simply clicking on post processing from RC Design Results 

tab: 

Moreover, AD includes another tool called RC design module, with a set of powerful and 

innovative features the user can easily model the chosen element based on the rules of the standard. 

In order to activate it, click on the icon called design from the project browser :  

 

 We will start by designing the reinforcement for the beam then both columns:  

 

-Beam: double click on the linear element 3, this will activate the design modules tab:  

RC design module contain three different windows showing three different views, front 

view 3D view and section view it contains a ribbon of different results ready to be displayed 

like drawings, reinforcement, stresses, and many others.    

Concrete Design  
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As we can see in the figure below a summary of results is automatically displayed, this will 

allow the user to have a first look at the data such as work ratio and design errors. 
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After the first analysis the deflection verification didn’t pass, therefore the stiffness of the 

member must increase to correct the error. We can either change the settings by modifying the 

dimensions or the bars by selecting bigger diameter.  

 

▪ We will start with modifying the settings: 

The settings section is accessible from the design module tab, click on geometry 

and increase the beam height to 70cm, then click ok or apply and close the window: 

 

 

After each modification results are deleted, we will have to run the analysis once 

again. 
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 AD module will run the design using the new geometry, in our case the new 

dimension is enough to correct the error and as a result the deflection is now in 

green: 

 

▪ In this step we will be showing how to modify the rebars, but first we will need to 

change the geometry back to the initial value of 65cm using same steps Main bars: 
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From the design module tab, click on Main Bars to open the rebars generator, select 

the bottom longitudinal rebars and increase the diameter to 30M, launch the length 

calculator for the rebar then apply and close: 
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Modifications are applied directly, again the deflection verification is correct and 

our beam successfully passes the design: 

RC design module is showing a warning related to the effective height. In fact, the 

displayed value is computed using the position of the second layer for the rebars 

which doesn’t affect the design. We can ignore this error.        
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▪ Generating drawings:  

From the main window select interactive drawing, the drawing sheet will be 

automatically generated and displayed: 

 

 

 

We will save the sheet as a pdf file, first we need to choose the correct pdf format, 

scroll down to printer settings menu, and open the printing preferences. 

 Open the advanced menu and choose A3 in the paper size. 
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Right click in the drawing sheet and select print, enter the file name then save: 

 

Open the pdf file to see the result, you can modify the size and edit the layout to 

match specifical needs.  

 

▪ Reports are generated separately and accessible from Results section, click on 

generate report menu and choose preview report.  
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The report is generated and displayed, click on export, and choose the preferable format.   
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-Column: from the Project Browser double click on the linear element 2 to open the design results 

▪ The result shows insufficient rigidity, hence we will apply the steps previously 

described for the first member to increase the dimension, from the settings panel 

select geometry and increase the width to 40cm and validate, relaunch the analysis 

to display the new results.   
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▪ Report template:  
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Foundation will be designed in the next tutorial. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

  


